CASE STUDY

Crowne Plaza Muscat OCEC
Crowne Plaza Muscat OCEC selects
VITEC in-room entertainment system to
provide a premium guest experience
The Crowne Plaza Muscat Oman Exhibition and Convention Hotel, a
member of IHG (InterContinental Hotels Group), is managed on behalf
of the Oman Tourism Development Company (OMRAN). Built at the end
of 2017, the hotel is part of the Oman Convention and Exhibition Centre
(OCEC). Conveniently located within a walking distance from the OCEC
and only 10 minutes’ drive from Muscat International Airport, surrounded
by nature and a unique Wadi (a natural waterway), the property is
a perfect 4-star destination for both business and leisure travellers,
although primarily used for business and conference purposes.
In partnership with

Crowne Plaza Muscat OCEC offers guests a choice of 295 modern rooms
and suites and extensive leisure facilities. With its professional meeting
rooms, foyers and a functional ballroom, the hotel caters for guests
attending all types of meetings and events.
www.vitec.com
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The challenge
As part of the development process, the Crowne Plaza Muscat
OCEC IT team worked closely with OMRAN to develop an
integrated in-room infotainment and digital signage solution to
serve guests across the resort. OMRAN previously had positive
experiences with an VITEC IPTV system that has been successfully
deployed at Muscat International Airport, as well as reference visits
to several high-profile hotels in Dubai that have also deployed
VITEC technology.
Based on these experiences, OMRAN recommended the VITEC
IP video system as its preferred choice for Crowne Plaza Muscat
OCEC, even though other systems were usually deployed across
the regional IHG chain. Mr. Meslum AlKindi, Area Information
Technology Director, IHG Oman, and his team met with VITEC and
local integration partner, VIT, to explore its requirements and to

“It might sound like a small thing,
but we want to make each guest
feel welcomed and special –
and this small change is a great
example of how easy it was to
configure the VITEC system in
exactly the way we wanted it.”
Mr. Meslum AlKindi, Area Information
Technology Director, IHG Oman

The solution

test the IPTV solution.
Working closely with VITEC and VIT, Mr. AlKindi and his team were
“Our previous IPTV system was very old fashioned. What we

able to design a new guest room TV interface from scratch using

wanted for the new hotel was a modern interface that would really

VITEC’s ArtioGuest application. Mr. AlKindi commented, “It was a

grab the attention of the guest,” says Mr. AlKindi. “Also, with that

completely different experience for us; what we have created is

old system, making changes was very difficult and it did not give us

fresh and modern and we have also been able to add additional

all the features we wanted.”

details that were not possible with the old system.”

The end-to-end VITEC solution
comprises:

One example Mr. AlKindi highlights is the ability to change the

•

ArtioSign®

•

ArtioView®

•

AvediaStream® e2320 Encoder

•

AvediaStream g4412/g4418

graphics layout based on guest level within its loyalty programme.
“It might sound like a small thing, but we want to make each guest
feel welcomed and special – and this small change is a great
example of how easy it was to configure the VITEC system in

Gateways

exactly the way we wanted it.”
•

AvediaStream c1210 Chassis

•

AvediaStream t5600 Transcoder

•

AvediaStream o7500

functionality. The VITEC IP video system provides 70 satellite TV

•

AvediaStream o7500 Origin Server

channels and YouTube channels with full HD capability. With

•

AvediaStream m9300

The full deployment covers 295 guest rooms and 7 conference
rooms, along with digital signage points across the facility, including
full integration with Amadeus Delphi to provide meeting room

BYOD support a key requirement hotel guests, the solution is also
integrated into the resort-wide Wi-Fi network to allow streaming
of TV shows onto mobile devices. In total, the hotel deployed over
332 SmartTV screens with a mix of TV and digital signage.

Media Players
•

AvediaServer c1555 server with
m8365 module

IPTV, Video Streaming & Digital Signage Solutions

Industry Leading
Video Innovation

“VITEC may not have initially been
our first choice, but after using it
for nearly a year, I would nominate
it is as a choice for IPTV System
into the future,”
Mr. Meslum AlKindi, Area Information Technology
Director, IHG Oman

The result
Feedback from guests has been positive, and the IP video
and digital signage solutions have proven extremely reliable.
Mr. AlKindi has been particularly pleased with its ease of
management: “If we need to make any changes like adding
channels or updating signage, the software has been very easy
for our team use,” he says.
Looking to the future, the hotel is now considering integrating
additional guest services into the in-room Dining TV screens and
Mr. AlKindi is confident that the VITEC system is ready for the
task. “VITEC may not have initially been our first choice, but after
using it for nearly a year, I would nominate it is as a choice for
IPTV System into the future,” he concludes.

VITEC is a market-leading provider
of IPTV, Video Streaming and
Digital Signage Solutions that help
organisations harness the power
of video to engage, empower and
evolve. VITEC is a pioneer in the
design and manufacture of
hardware and software for video
encoding, decoding, transcoding,
archiving and streaming over IP.
Our end-to-end video streaming
solutions enable customers to
capture TV and video content
directly from any source and
manage its delivery, as channels or
within digital signage screens, to
any connected device via an
existing network.
From corporate, broadcast
and venues, to accommodation,
government and military, VITEC
has global expertise in delivering
complex, proAV solutions.
VITEC’s award-winning IPTV
platform is a powerful suite of
services for content management,
digital signage, video archiving, and
video wall processing. Our encode/
decode solutions are 100%
hardware based, including PCIe
cards with SDK for custom design
or OEM for high-performance
video systems.
Headquartered in Paris, France, we
have a global reach through our
offices across the Americas,
Europe, Middle East, Africa
and Asia Pacific.
Making a difference with green
initiatives, VITEC is the first Zero
Carbon MPEG company and
encourages customers to ‘buy
GreenPEG’ for continued environmental efforts to reduce greenhouse gases.
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